Scene Graph Generation (SGG) aims to extract entities, predicates and their intrinsic structure from images, leading to a deep understanding of visual content, with many potential applications such as visual reasoning and image retrieval. Nevertheless, computer vision is still far from a practical solution for this task. Existing SGG methods require millions of manually annotated bounding boxes for scene graph entities in a large set of images. Moreover, they are computationally inefficient, as they exhaustively process all pairs of object proposals to predict their relationships. In this paper, we address those two limitations by first proposing a generalized formulation of SGG, namely Visual Semantic Parsing, which disentangles entity and predicate prediction, and enables sub-quadratic performance. Then we propose the Visual Semantic Parsing Network, VSP-NET, based on a novel three-stage message propagation network, as well as a role-driven attention mechanism to route messages efficiently without a quadratic cost. Finally, we propose the first graph-based weakly supervised learning framework based on a novel graph alignment algorithm, which enables training without bounding box annotations. Through extensive experiments on the Visual Genome dataset, we show VSPNET outperforms weakly supervised baselines significantly and approaches fully supervised performance, while being five times faster.
Introduction
Contemporary neural networks have excelled in various tasks once exclusive to humans, such as visual object detection [23] , and text translation [1] . However, they still fall short of tasks which require deeper data understanding and cognitive abilities, such as visual question answering (VQA) [35] . Motivated by the success of structured information extraction in natural language processing ( [2] , [24] ), computer vision has started to adopt structured representations to improve performance and explainability in various tasks such as VQA [27, 25] as well as image retrieval [8] . Towards structured visual information extraction, the task Figure 1 . An illustration of a structured visual knowledge extraction formulated as a Scene Graph Generation with predicates as edges or as a Visual Semantic Parsing with predicates as nodes and roles as edges.
of Scene Graph Generation (SGG) aims to represent an image with a set of entities (nodes) and relations (directed edges). Figure 1 (center) illustrates an example from the Visual Genome [11] dataset. Several methods have been proposed to address this problem which have achieved great performance on challenging benchmarks. Nevertheless, important challenges remain unaddressed. Most existing methods operate on a fully connected graph that quadratically grows with the number of region proposals. Extending to higher-order relationships (e.g. girl eating cake with fork) would make this problem even more expensive. Furthermore, most existing methods require bounding box annotation for each object that embodies a node in the ground truth graph, which is an expensive constraint.
Considering the importance of structured parsing for computer vision, we propose a Visual Semantic Parsing Network (VSPNET), which aim to address the two mentioned limitations, i.e., computation and supervision costs. To this end, we generalize the formulation of SGG to represent predicates (relations) as nodes in the same semantic space as entity nodes, and instead, represent semantic roles (e.g. subject and object) as edges. Figure 1 (right) illustrates the structured extraction following this Visual Semantic Parsing (VSP) formalism with subject edges depicted with solid lines and object edges with dashed lines. This not only allows us to break the quadratic complexity, but also can support higher-order relationships that cannot be expressed using the existing SGG formulation. Based on the VSP formulation, we propose a dynamic attentional message passing network that iteratively infers node representations and role connections, resulting in a scene graph.
Our proposed method consists of a novel three-stage message aggregation network, along with a role-driven attention mechanism to route messages efficiently throughout the graph. The proposed architecture does not need to process all pairs of region proposals and hence is computationally efficient. In order to define a differentiable objective function to train our VSPNET in the weakly supervised setting, we also propose a novel graph alignment technique. Through extensive experiments on the Visual Genome dataset, we show that VSPNET achieves significantly higher accuracy compared to weakly supervised counterparts, approaching fully supervised baselines. We also show the proposed method is easily adaptable to the supervised setting, while maintaining the computational efficiency. Finally, we experimentally show that our method is 5 times faster than the most efficient baseline. We publicly release the source code of our method 1 .
Related work
In this section we give an overview of structured visual representation in the computer vision literature, covering scene graph generation and other relevant tasks. Then we provide a detailed summary of the SGG methods, followed by a review of other computer vision methods that use graphical message passing models like ours.
Structured visual representation
Computer vision has made impressive progress on unstructured prediction tasks such as image classification and object detection. However, extracting a set of entities or predicates from an image does not result in a full understanding, unless we also extract the relationships between entities and the roles they play for each predicate. Visual Relation Detection (VRD) [17, 37, 38, 15, 5, 21, 33, 39, 32, 7, 20] aims to classify relationships between each pair of detected objects in a scene. These relations include verbs as well as other types of relationship such as comparative and spatial. More recently, Scene Graph Generation (SGG) [29] redefines VRD as a problem of jointly detecting objects and their relationships.
Nevertheless, critical challenges remain in this field. The task of SGG requires drawing an exact bounding box around each object, which is why existing methods require a training dataset where every node of the ground truth graphs comes with a manually annotated bounding box. Although such a dataset is available (Visual Genome), it is limited to 150 object classes and 50 relation classes. Applications that involve other classes would require expensive manual labor. Bounding box localization is an independent task involving low-level boundary analysis rather than high-level semantic reasoning. We should thus ideally disentangle it from SGG, 1 The code will be released upon acceptance. such that localization is learned separately, and SGG does not need localized ground truth graphs for training. Zhang et al. [38] recently proposed the only Weakly Supervised VRD method successfully applied on the Visual Genome SGG task. However, the performance is far from fully supervised counterparts. In this paper we try to close this gap, reporting a significant advancement in Section 4.
Scene graph generation
The majority of SGG methods start by extracting region proposals from the input image, perform some kind of information propagation to incorporate context, and then classify each region to an object class, as well as each pair of regions to a relation class [29, 14, 36, 13, 28] . They start with a fully connected graph formed by hundreds of regions, and prune it by classifying each non-existent node or edge to a background class. This process has a quadratic order and is thus inefficient. Recently, [30] tried to reduce the computational complexity by first pruning the graph using a light-computation model and then processing the remaining graph by a heavy-computation model. However, this does not eliminate the quadratic order of computations. In contrast, we do not start from a fully connected graph but instead, select a limited number of edges using a (subquadratic) attention module and only process those.
Newell and Deng [19] proposed to not rely on region proposals at all, but operating on two grids of feature maps, representing entities and predicates. Our method is similar to theirs in that we consider a constant number of predicates and infer their connection to entities, rather than processing all pairs of entities. In contrast with [19] though, we still utilize region proposals as our entity nodes and employ message passing to incorporate context.
Message passing in computer vision
Recent deep learning models have increasingly utilized message passing in various computer vision tasks. [16, 3, 9] . Given a graph where nodes are represented by feature vectors, message passing networks iteratively update the features of each node by applying a neural function on the node's current features as well as its neighbors'. Most SGG methods use message passing to propagate information between region proposals [29, 14, 13, 30] . Instead of propagating messages through a static, often fullyconnected graph, we use a differentiable, weighted graph that is directly supervised to emphasize the messages passed between relevant entity-predicate pairs.
The most similar to our framework is that of [34] and [22] , as they do not rely on a static graph with fixed edges but iteratively update the edges between message passing steps. Qi et al. [22] define a fully connected weighted graph connecting all pairs of region proposals in an image, upon which they perform message passing. The edge weights are updated iteratively between message passing steps. They use the final graph to classify humans, objects and their interactions. While they demonstrate promising results, their method still suffers from the quadratic order. Yuan et al. [34] employ a similar approach for object classification in videos. We use a similar interleaved node and edge inference framework, but edges are between entities and predicates rather than pairs of entities, which results in computational efficiency. Furthermore, we define multiple types of edges, corresponding to different semantic roles, and use dedicated parameters for each edge type to propagate role-driven messages. To handle potentially large graphs, we propose a three-stage message aggregation network that carefully inserts incoming messages to each node.
Method
In this section, we first formalize our problem in Section 3.1, then detail our method and its two-fold contributions: the VSPNET architecture for constructing a semantic graph from an image (Section 3.2), and a graph alignment algorithm for weakly supervised training of the proposed network (Section 3.3). Figure 2 illustrates the general pipeline of our method.
Problem formulation
Given an image I, the goal of SGG is to produce a graph G SGG = (N , E) where each node in N is represented by an entity class c i ∈ C e and a bounding box b i , and the set of edges assign a predicate class (including background) to each directed pair of nodes, i.e., E : N × N → C p ∪ {∅}. Conceptually, an edge associates each predicate to a pair of entities, in the order they would appear in an English caption (e.g. person sitting on chair would be represented as an edge labeled sitting on, going from the node person to the node chair, and not the other way).
Nevertheless, this notation is inherently limiting, as it restricts predicates to have exactly two arguments present in the scene. This constraint may be acceptable for relational predicates such as prepositions, but certainly not for verbs, which constitute an important group of predicates. To relax this constraint, we follow [31] to adopt the formulation of Semantic Role Labeling (SRL) from NLP. In SRL, predicates are represented as nodes, and edges represent semantic roles that entities play in each predicate. Applying the SRL formalism to the scene graph generation task we can define Visual Semantic Parsing (VSP) as having the goal of predicting a graph G VSP = (N e , N p , E), where
Every scene graph G SGG has an equivalent VSP graph G VSP where the set of role classes C r has two members: head and tail of the relation edge, i.e., subject and object. However, an arbitrary VSP graph does not necessarily map to a scene graph, as a predicate may connect to less or more than two entities, potentially involving more than two semantic role types. Hence, VSP is a generalization of SGG.
In this paper we employ the VSP formalism, not only because it covers a wider range of semantics, but also because it naturally leads to a more efficient model architecture. Indeed, in order to consider all possible relationships, most existing methods process a fully connected graph with n 2 e edges, where n e is usually the number of proposals which is typically 300. This is while more than 99% of graphs in Visual Genome have less than 20 predicates (edges), and the largest one has 53. It is not possible to prune the n 2 e edges without processing them all, but the VSP formalism circumvents this burden. We consider predicates to be nodes rather than edges, and instead of n 2 e predicate nodes, we allocate a constant number of them n p , far less than n 2 e .
Visual semantic parsing network
Given an image and n e region proposals, we initialize a VSP graph with n e entity nodes, initially represented by proposal features, and n p predicate nodes, with random initial states. First, a novel role-driven attention module is devised to compute n r association scores between entitypredicate pairs, each estimating the likelihood of a certain semantic role. Then, our three-stage message aggregation network is employed to propagate messages through weighted edges (n r ) predicted in the previous step, updating node states, resulting in a contextualized representation. This process is repeated for a fixed number of iterations, successively updating nodes and edges. We use the final states of entity and predicate nodes to classify their semantic categories, and use the final attention scores to determine the semantic roles.
Formally, we define H (0) e ∈ R ne×de to be the initial hidden state of n e entity nodes, and initialize each row with the appearance (RoI [23] ) feature of the corresponding region proposal, concatenated with its bounding box coordinates. We also define H (0) p ∈ R np×dp to be the initial hidden state of n p predicate nodes. H 
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Generalized Ground Truth Figure 2 . Overview of our proposed framework: given an input image and region proposals, a scene graph is produced by an iterative process involving a multi-headed attention module that infers connections between entities and predicates nodes, and a message passing module to propagate information between nodes and update their states. To compute our losses on nodes and edges during training, the unlocalized ground truth is aligned to our output graph. Best viewed in color.
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[.|.] represents concatenation, H[k] represents the kth row of H, and f r is a trainable fully connected network. Moreover, p ∅ is a constant that makes it possible for a predicate to take neither of the entities for a certain role. After computing attention matrices, we use them to propagate contextual information from a predicate to its relevant entities and vice versa. We update the node states by message passing across the edges. To this end, we compute the incoming message to each entity, using a three-stage aggregation mechanism:
where g p→ r computes the outgoing message from each predicates for the r th edge type, g e← r computes the incoming message from all predicates to each entity for the r th role, and finally g e aggregates messages across role types. All three functions are trainable fully connected networks. Similarly, the incoming message for a predicate is
After collecting messages for each node, we update their state using two Gated Recurrent Units (GRU) [4] .
, and
This process is repeated for a constant number of times u, and the final states H After the message passing process, we have a continuous and fully differentiable output graph
In order to produce a valid, discrete graph as defined in (1), we apply the following two postprocessing steps, also referred to as the discretization process. First, we convert E O and P O to discrete labels by picking the nearest neighbor of each of their rows among a dictionary of entity and predicate class embeddings. Next, we binarize the fully connected attention matrices A O r by setting the max value in each row to 1 and the rest to 0. This is to ensure each predicate has only one entity for each semantic role c r . This leads to a discrete graph
In the next subsection, we define our cost function, where we also need the opposite process: converting a ground truth graph G T = (N T e , N T p , E T ) to a soft representation G T soft = (E T , P T , A T ). To this end, we stack the class embedding of entity and predicate nodes to get matrices E T and P T , and encode the edges into a binary adjacency matrix A T .
Training
We train our model using pairs of image and unlocalized ground truth graph. Specifically, we need to compare the soft output graph G O soft (i.e. before discretization) to the target G T soft to calculate a differentiable cost to be minimized. To define a differentiable graph matching cost, we first find an alignment (i.e., nodes correspondence) between the two graphs, and then define the overall cost as a summation of nodes and edges costs.
Learning objective
Formally, we define an alignment I between the output and target graphs as:
such that for any i there is at most one j, and for each j, there is at most one i, such that (i, j) ∈ I e , and similarly for the predicates alignment I p . In practice, the number of entities n O e and n O p are the same as the numbers n e and n p in the previous section, but could be lower in theory if any filtering is applied to the output graph. In order to maximize supervision, we want to align as many nodes as possible from the output graph to the target graph. Therefore, we constrain I such that |I e | = min(n O e , n T e ), and |I p | = min(n O p , n T p ),
where |.| denotes set cardinality. Given an alignment I between output and target graphs, we define our overall cost function L as
which is a combination of costs for entity recognition, predicate recognition, and semantic role inference. We define the entity loss L E and predicate loss L P to be the mean square errors on entity and predicate embeddings, and the role connections loss L R to be a binary cross entropy loss on all attention scores. More specifically, the entity loss is
and similarly the predicate loss is
We define the single role matching cost for role r as
where |I| = |I e ||I p |, and X (p, q) is the binary cross entropy function, i.e.,
We then define the overall role connections loss as
Since L R is in a different scale than L E and L P , we use a hyperparameter λ to balance its significance in the overall loss defined in (9) . Since the alignment is not known in the weakly supervised setting, our training involves the following nested optimization
where φ is the collection of model parameters that lead to G O , and the expectation is estimated by averaging over training data. Note that the inner optimization is subject to the constraints in (8) . Section 3.3.2 describes how the inner optimization is solved. We use the Adam Optimizer [10] for the outer optimization. Note that existing SGG methods do not entail the inner optimization since they align 2 the entity nodes based on their bounding box overlap with the ground truth. This is not possible in our weakly supervised settings, as we do not have access to ground truth bounding boxes.
Graph alignment
There are no efficient exact algorithms for solving the inner optimization in (15) . Hence, we propose an iterative algorithm to approximate the optimal alignment. We show that given an entity alignment I e , it is possible to find the optimal predicate alignment I p in polynomial time, and similarly from I p to I e . Accordingly, we propose an alternating optimization algorithm with guaranteed convergence to a local optima. Supposing I e is given, we intend to find I p that minimizes L. Since L E is constant with respect of I p , the problem reduces to minimizing L P + L R , which can be written as follows: Table 1 . Results on Visual Genome preprocessed by [38] . All numbers are in percentage.
where W P is a pairwise cost function between output and target predicate nodes, measuring not only their semantic embedding distance, but also the discrepancy of their connectivity in graph. More specifically:
Note that the optimization of (16) is subject to (8) , which makes |I p | a constant. Hence, this problem is equivalent to maximum bipartite matching with fully connected cost function W P , which can be solved in polynomial time using the Kuhn-Munkres algorithm [18] . Similarly, given I p , we can solve for I e , and repeat alternation. Every step leads to a lower or equal loss since either L P + L R is minimized while L E is fixed, or L E + L R is minimized while L P is fixed. Since L cannot become negative, these iterations must converge. We have observed that the convergence value of L is not sensitive to whether we start by initializing I e or I p , nor does it depend on the initialization value. In our experiments we initialize I p to an empty set and proceed with updating I e . We denote by v the number of iterations used for this alignment procedure.
Experiments
We apply our framework on the Visual Genome (VG dataset [11] for the task of scene graph generation, and compare to both weakly and fully supervised baselines. Through quantitative and qualitative analysis, we show that VSPNET significantly outperforms the weakly supervised state of the art, and approaches fully supervised performance, while being five times faster than existing methods.
Implementation details
We use a region proposal network from an off-the-shelve Faster R-CNN [23] with an Inception-ResNet-v2 backbone [26] pretrained on the Open Images dataset [12] . For the attention models f r , we used fully connected networks with two 2048-dimensional hidden layers and one singledimensional output layer. For message passing, we used a single fully connected layer of 2048 units for each of the three stages (i.e., g e← r , g e→ r , g e , g p← r , g p→ r , g p ). For predicting the final class embeddings from the entity and predicate states we used two separate fully connected networks each with a 2048-dimensional hidden layer and a 300-dimensional output layer which matches our word embedding dimension. All fully connected networks use leaky ReLU activation functions [6] . We used the original implementation of GRU [4] with 2048-dimensional states (d e and d p ). Through cross-validation, we set λ = 10, u = 3, and v = 3.
The number of predicate nodes n p is an important choice. Having more predicate nodes will increase recall and potentially reduce precision, or result in duplicate detection. Since SGG methods are conventionally evaluated at 100 and 50 predicates, we train our models with n p = 100. To output only 50 predicates, we rank the predicate nodes with respect to their confidence, which is defined as the product of three classification confidence terms, subject, object and predicate. On the other hand, reducing the number of predicates will result in computational efficiency. We show in Section 4.4 that such reduction does not have an adverse effect on our results. We also report the performance of our method in the conventional supervised setting using a simple modification in our alignment procedure by adding a term in Eq 10 to maximize the overlap between the region proposal and ground truth bounding box.
Task Definition
The Visual Genome dataset consists of 108,077 images with manual annotation of objects and relationships, with open-vocabulary classes. [29] and [38] preprocess the annotated objects and relationships to produce scene graphs with a fixed vocabulary. [29] keeps 150 most frequent entity and 50 most frequent predicate classes, while [38] cuts at 200 and 100 respectively. We perform two sets of experiments, based on both [29] and [38] , to be able to compare to the performances reported by each paper separately. We follow their preprocessing, data splits, and evaluation protocol, but we assume bounding boxes are not available during training.
The main evaluation metric dubbed SGGEN, measures Table 2 . Results on VG preprocessed by [29] . Recall numbers are in percentage. Inference time is average number of seconds per image. Accuracy numbers for Factorizable Net are unknown because they report their numbers with a different VG preprocessing and split.
the accuracy of subject-predicate-object triplets. A detected triplet is considered correct if the predicted class for subject, object, and predicate are all correct, and the subject and object bounding boxes have an Intersection over Union (IoU) of at least 0.5 with ground truth. To evaluate, the top K triplets predicted by the model are matched to ground truth triplets. The number of correctly matched triplets is divided by the total number of triplets in the ground truth to compute recall@K. This value is averaged over all images, and following the literature, we report re-call@50 and recall@100. SGGEN is highly affected by the quality of region proposals, if some ground truth objects do not match any proposal with IoU>0.5, the model cannot reach 100% recall. Hence, SGCLS assumes ground truth bounding boxes are given at test time, instead of proposals. We also report PREDCLS which is like SGCLS but object classes are also given. Note that our method does not have a way to exploit the given object classes, so we do not expect to achieve superior performance on this metric. Finally, [38] evaluates using PHRDET, which stands for Phrase Detection. This metric is very similar to SGGEN, with the difference that instead of evaluating the bounding box of subject and object separately, the goal is to predict a union bounding box enclosing both the object and subject. To this end, we get the union box of predicted subject and object, and compare with the ground truth using IoU. Table 1 shows our quantitative results on VG following the preprocessing of [38] . Our VSPNET achieves the best weakly supervised performance over the only available baselines, with SGGEN performance more than two times higher and PHRDET more than six times higher than the state of the art. Moreover, it outperforms even supervised methods on the PHRDET measure. Furthermore, the supervised extension of our method also outperforms the supervised variants of those baselines.
Results
To compare to more recent methods, we also perform experiments on the preprocessing used by [29] , and closely follow [30] for evaluation settings. We compare to all the state-of-the-art numbers reported by [30] . As illustrated in Table 2 , our weakly supervised method significantly outperforms supervised methods such as [29] in SGGEN and [14] in SGCLS, while being an order of magnitude faster than both. Our fully supervised extension further improves the results, outperforming most of the recent fully supervised methods. Note that our method was not designed to extensively leverage full supervision, and hence it does not outperform all fully supervised methods. This is mainly because fully supervised methods train a Faster R-CNN directly on VG bounding boxes, while we used an off-theshelve region proposal network that is not trained on VG, in both fully and weakly supervised versions of our method.
Furthermore, VSPNET has been designed for computational efficiency, and hence does not process all pairs of entities. Since all performance metrics are based on triplet recall, processing more pairs reduces the chance of missing a triplet, and increases the recall at the expense of more computation. In Table 2 , we compare the inference time of our method with the statistics reported by [13] , which is the only SGG method with a focus on computational complexity. We used identical settings (NVIDIA TITAN X, 200 proposals) to compute the average inference time per image over the entire test data. VSPNET is significantly faster than other methods, while having a competitive performance, due to our VSP reformulation and the novel roledriven message passing framework.
We observed that the PREDCLS performance varies a lot among recent methods, and is less correlated with the other metrics. For instance, while Graph R-CNN outperforms Associative Embedding in all other metrics, it is significantly worse in terms of PREDCLS. This is mostly due to the fact that some methods classify entities first, and utilize that to classify predicates, which means in the PRED-CLS case where entities are given, they can use ground truth entities as an input to their model. Our method infers entities and predicates jointly which means we cannot utilize ground truth entity classes in the case of PREDCLS. Table 3 . Ablation study on VG preprocessed by [29] . u and np are the number of message passing steps and predicate nodes.
Ablation and Qualitative results
We analyze here how different parts of the proposed method contribute to the performance. First, we examine the effect of message passing by setting the number of message passing iterations u to 1, 2 and 3. Results reported in Table 3 suggest that at least two steps of message passing is necessary to obtain good results. Moreover, we compare our iterative alignment method to a naive one, where entity nodes and predicate nodes are independently aligned to minimize their pairwise embedding distance. Results show the significant impact of a global alignment where entity and predicates are interdependently aligned and their connectivity is taken into account. To illustrate the effectiveness of our attention module, we reduced the depth of its network from 2 to 1 layer, which resulted in a performance drop. Moreover, we show that a model trained with 50 predicate nodes can achieve a better R@50 than a model with 100 predicates and filtering less confident triplets. This means improving the efficiency by allocating less predicates actually improves the performance rather than hurting it.
We illustrate some randomly selected examples of our predicted graphs in Figure 3 . We only visualize the most confident triplets, but do not remove mistakes. For instance, the first example shows that all most confident triplets connect the woman and ski, among all other proposals. Since VG has not been exhaustively cleaned, some annotations appear as wears while others are wearing, both being frequent enough to appear in the top 50 classes. This is why our model predicts both wears and wearing in all three examples. Furthermore, in the second example, there is a duplicate detection of bike, as two proposals both match fairly well the location of bike, and as our loss function do not penalize duplicates. The last example shows the predicate man near man, as we do not explicitly constrain predicates to be between two different entities.
Conclusion
We proposed a method to parse an image into a structured representation including entities, predicates, and their relationships. Our VSPNET does not require bounding box annotations for training, and does not rely on exhaustive processing of all region proposal pairs. To this end, we proposed a generalized formulation of SGG that disentangles predicates from entities, and enables sub-quadratic performance. Based on that, we proposed a novel graphical message passing framework with an attention-based, roledriven message routing module and a three-stage message aggregation network. We also proposed the first graphbased weakly supervised learning framework based on a novel graph alignment technique, which enables training without bounding annotations. We compared our method to the state of the art through extensive experiments, and achieved superior weakly supervised performance, and competitive supervised performance, while several times faster than other methods.
